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AbstractParallel recordings of spike trains of several single cortical neurons in behavingmonkeys were analyzed as a hidden Markov process. The parallel spike trains wereconsidered as a multivariate Poisson process whose vector �ring rates change withtime. As a consequence of this approach the complete recording can be segmentedinto a sequence of a few statistically discriminated hidden states, whose dynamics aremodeled as a �rst order Markov chain. The biological validity and bene�ts of thisapproach were examined in several independent ways:1. The statistical consistency of the segmentation and its correspondence to thebehavior of the animal.2. Direct measurement of the collective ips of activity, obtained by the model.3. The relation between the segmentation and the pair-wise short-term cross-correlationsbetween the recorded spike trains.Comparison with surrogate data was also carried out for each of the above examinationsto assure their signi�cance.Our results indicated the existence of well separated states of activity, within whichthe �ring rates were approximately stationary. With our present data we could reli-ably discriminate 6-8 such states. The transitions between states were fast and wereassociated with concomitant changes of �ring rates of several neurons. Di�erent behav-ioral modes and stimuli were consistently reected by di�erent states of neural activity.Moreover, the pair-wise correlations between neurons varied considerably between the1



di�erent states, supporting the hypothesis that these distinct states were brought aboutby the cooperative action of many neurons.
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While early sensory and late motor processes can be carried out in parallel, many inter-mediate processes are carried out serially [1, 2, 3, 4]. Our own introspective experience tellsus that our thought processes evolve serially one after the other. Some current models ofneural networks [5, 6, 7], also suggest a series of quasi-stable states which follow each otherin succession.Usually, the analysis of the activity of single neurons is done by looking at their �ringrates in relation to some external marker, such as a visual stimulus or a movement. In thework presented here, we treat the activity of several single neurons, which were recorded inparallel, as a spike count vector (that is, a vector whose �rst component is the number ofspikes generated by the �rst neuron in a given time window, the second component is thespike count of the second neuron in the same window, etc.).Until recently, almost no attempt was made to search for experimental evidence that thebrain, or some part of it, goes through a sequence of distinct states2. In the present workwe examined whether spike count vectors can be regarded as the output of a hidden Markovprocess which switches among discrete states of underlying collective activity.The hidden Markov model (HMM) is a well known technique of stochastic modeling usedso far mostly for speech and handwriting recognition [9]. Within this model, the observationsare considered as stochastic functions of a Markov process whose states are "hidden", i.e. notdirectly observable. There are well established ways of estimating the models' parametersfrom training data, as well as evaluating the probability of test data being generated by the2While writing this report, Radons brought to our attention his work, on HMM analysis of spike trainsfrom the visual cortex of anesthetized monkeys. [8] 3



model. The model produced can also be used to impose temporal segmentation on the data.In the present context the observations are the recorded neural spike-trains, whereas itis claimed that the emerging states correspond to some underlying organization of the localcortical activity. Our results show that not only is such treatment possible, but that ityields states which are speci�c to the external events and to their behavioral signi�cance,and exhibit distinct interaction patterns between the neurons. A preliminary report of someof the results described here was presented in [10, 11].EXPERIMENTAL METHODSFiring times of neurons were obtained in experiments on localization and short term memoryfor space. In these experiments monkeys were trained to localize a source of light blink andthen, after a delay, to touch the target from which the light blink was presented. Themonkeys started a trial by touching a ready key, then the central ready light was turned on.Three to six seconds later, a visual cue was given in the form of a 200 ms light blink comingfrom the left or the right. Then after a delay of 1-32 seconds the color of the ready lightchanged from red to orange (the GO signal) and the monkeys had to release the ready keyand touch the target from which the cue was given. Correct responses were reinforced by adrop of juice. This paradigm was called the GO mode. In this mode, the monkey almostalways �xed its gaze on the ready light in the �rst four seconds. As a control, the monkeyswere also trained to perform a di�erent paradigm in which all the events were identical tothose of the GO mode, except that after the GO signal the monkeys had to refrain fromresponding. This paradigm was referred to as the NO-GO mode.4



The monkeys were trained to switch between modes when a set of lights was turned onfor 3-4 seconds. Modes were switched after 4 correct trials. In this way one could study therelation between brain activities and stimuli in two di�erent \sets of mind".When the monkeys were fully trained (over 90% correct performance), they were anes-thetized and prepared for recording of single unit activity from the frontal areas around theupper limb of the arcuate sulcus. These areas receive connections from the somato-sensory,the visual and the auditory areas and a�ect the motor areas [12, 13]. In previous studies wefound that over 40% of the units in these areas modulate their �ring rates in relation to oneor another aspect of this task. Electrodes for recording eye movements were also implantedduring this operation.Upon recovery and retraining, activity was recorded daily while the monkey performed thetask3. The results reported here are based on data from two monkeys. On every recordingday, the simultaneous activity of 6-16 single units was recorded through 6 metal micro-electrodes. The horizontal distance between electrodes was 0.5-1.0 mm. The monkeys' careand treatment were in accordance with the regulations of the NIH and the Hebrew University.METHODS OF ANALYSISThe vector of parallel recorded spike trains was regarded as the output of an HMM. Giventhe number of hidden states, the parameters of the model are the Markov state transitionprobabilities and the joint distribution of the spike trains at each hidden state [8, 10]. We3We stress that this report does not relate to the process of learning anything new, but to the sequenceof states through which the neural networks (in which the recorded neurons might be embedded) pass, whilethe monkey performs a task with which it is familiar.5



assume that in every hidden state the spike trains are independent stationary Poisson pro-cesses and that their state conditional distribution is speci�ed by a vector of �ring rates.Figure 1 illustrates this idea.The HMM analysis allowed us to estimate these parameters via the identi�cation of amost likely hidden Markov process that �ts the recorded data. Using this trained model, weobtained estimates of the probability of the system being in any possible state at each pointin time. The most probable sequence of states, obtained in this way, provided a segmentationof the data.Two methods of reconstructing an HMM from the recorded data were examined. Thegoal of the �rst (supervised) method was to identify and characterize the sequence of stateswhich followed a known external stimulus. The purpose of the second (unsupervised) methodwas to parse the entire recorded data, without any speci�c reference to the external events.The supervised analysis considered only the �rst four seconds of activity during the delaywhich followed the spatial cue - a light blink from the left or from the right. Typically 70repetitions of the same stimulus were submitted to analysis. In this analysis we utilized a�ne time resolution of one ms. The activity of each neuron (�ring or quiescent) at each mswas considered as the output of the process. The Baum-Welch algorithm [14] was used toestimate the state transition probabilities and the expected spike rates of each neuron ineach state.The modulations of �ring rates of each neuron, following each of the four stimuli, wereevaluated by means of Post-Stimulus-Time Histogram (PSTH) with variable bin sizes. The6



PSTH is an estimator of the time-variable �ring rate of a neuron [15]. The bin size of thePSTH was not �xed, as is customary, but varied so as to contain 100 spikes per bin. Thisyields a constant accuracy of estimation of the rates, at the price of losing time resolutionwhen the �ring rates are low.The unsupervised HMM was based on the measured local spike-count of each neuron, asobtained by sliding a 500 ms window at 100 ms steps, over all the data. Thus, training ofthis model was carried out in a coarse time resolution. The spike-counts of all the neuronsat any given instant, within the 500 ms window, were considered as the vector output of theprocess. Using the Baum Welch algorithm, the HMM state parameters (spike-rates vector)and state-transition probabilities, were estimated. This algorithm also provided the mostlikely segmentation of the data into states [10].RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONIn this section we describe the results of several di�erent methods of analysis carried out inthis work:� Segmentation of the cortical activity. This was performed both in the local, �ne-resolution, supervised method, and the global, coarse time resolution, unsupervisedmethod. We tested the signi�cance of the observed sharp state ips using surrogatedata.� Prediction of behavior. Models trained on every one of the 4 di�erent behavioral modesfollowing the cue (GO/NO-GO, Left/Right) were tested for prediction of the actual7



behavior of the monkey. Comparison of the HMM with the non-homogeneous-Poisson-model is also reported.� Direct measures of the collective cortical transitions. We independently veri�ed thesharp transitions exhibited by the HMM analysis, both for the supervised (local) andunsupervised (global) methods.� Pair-Wise cross-correlations. We examined the pair-wise cross-correlations in each ofthe segmented states, and found that the correlation varied from state to state. Thisanalysis was performed on segments labeled by the coarse time resolution method.As in most other applications of HMM, the number of states of the Markov process wasdetermined, via trial and error, in order to obtain good performance under a relatively low-dimensional parameter model. In the framework of this study 28 di�erent data segmentswere subject to the HMM analysis. In all 28 cases analyzed, use of 6-8 states of the HMMwas su�cient to discriminate among the di�erent modes and stimuli. Using more states didnot provide any better discrimination and required more training data.It should be noted that no claim is being made concerning any biological signi�canceof the obtained number of states. The number of states is merely a consequence of thequality and duration of the recorded data. The obtained segmentation, however, reects acoarse-grained picture of the underlying cortical dynamics.The signi�cance of the obtained state sequence was veri�ed by the consistency of theprocedure. Essentially the same states and segmentations were obtained when the modelwas trained on di�erent (non-overlapping) portions of the recording day and from di�erent8



random initial conditions.Segmentation of cortical activityOnce the model was constructed, it was possible to segment the activity which followed asingle stimulus presentation (�gure 2A) into a sequence of states. Figure 2B illustrates thesegmentation obtained with the supervised method, and �gure 2C illustrates the segmen-tation of the same data by the unsupervised method. Due to the coarse time resolution ofthe second method, the transitions in state probabilities were not as sharp as in the �rstmethod, but the same states apply globally, to all the data, and not just locally, followingthe visual cue.Both algorithms did indeed parcel the activity into time segments which belonged todi�erent states. Notice that the transitions were sharp, and that there was almost alwaysone state which was much more probable than the others. The steep transitions seen in�gure 2B genuinely support the idea of fast ips from state to state. In most cases the sharptransitions were not due to a change of activity of a single neuron, but to a change in thevector activity of several units. This emphasized the bene�ts of our vector signal processingapproach.Is this sharp ipping from state to state (�gure 2B) a real property of the data, or anartifact of the HMM algorithms? This question was considered by applying the �ne timeresolution HMM analysis to surrogate spike trains, obtained by simulating the spike trainsas non-homogeneous Poisson processes with 1 ms refractoriness. The time variable �ringrates in the simulation were those obtained by the PSTH of the real data.9



In the real data, the states ipped 1-3 times every second. Sixty nine percent of thetime, the current most likely state had a probability above 0.8. In the surrogate data, theprobability was above 0.8 for only 21% of the time. Thus, the sharp transients and highprobabilities of one of the states, as seen in �gure 2B, are a genuine property of the data,and not a by-product of the HMM analysis.Prediction of behaviorTo assess the speci�city of the supervised HMM to the monkeys' behavior, we constructedsupervised HMMs for data after the blink from the right or the left. This was done for boththe GO and the NO-GO modes. Each trial, in its turn, was excluded from the training dataand then its likelihood under the 4 models was evaluated [9]. When the obtained likelihoodwas highest for the model trained in the appropriate category, we considered the classi�cationsuccessful.The data included only four seconds of activity which followed the visual cue, and pre-ceded the monkeys' response. Nevertheless, the HMM predicted these responses in 987 outof the 1099 trials in which the monkeys responded correctly. When the likelihood of the 99trials in which the monkey actually made an error was estimated, the HMM could predictthe monkey's failure in 46 cases. In summary, the HMMs trained for the four data classescould predict with 90% accuracy the true reaction of the monkey in each trial.Is the predictive power of the HMM better than what might be obtained with standardmethods used by physiologists? To answer this question, the modulations of �ring rates ofeach neuron, following each of the four stimuli, were evaluated by means of the PSTH which10



described the data as a non-homogeneous Poisson model (NHPM) with deterministic rates.Once more, the likelihood of the data of each trial was estimated under the four NHPMs andclassi�cation was carried out according to the maximum likelihood model. In this method,the correct responses could be predicted for 990 trials. The NHPM could predict erroneousresponses for 35 trials out of the 99 actual errors. Thus, the NHPM could predict themonkeys' response just as well as the HMM.The two models presented here, the non-homogeneous-Poisson-model and the hiddenMarkov model, are similar when the activity of only one neuron and one type of stimulus areconsidered. Although the two models look very di�erent, one correspond to deterministicchanges in �ring rate and the other to stochastic changes, they are essentially the same insome limit. In a hidden Markov process with a large number of states and unidirectionaltransitions, the transitions are almost continuous and deterministic, essentially as in a non-homogeneous-Poisson process. This is how Radons et al.[8] treated their experimentallyrecorded visual activity. On the other hand, a non-homogeneous Poisson process in which theunderlying rate function is allowed to have a variable delay of onset and whose duration andamplitudes can be squeezed or stretched (time and amplitude warping), could accommodatewell data that are generated by a hidden Markov process. The method of choice depends onthe hypotheses about the underlying cortical processes and on parsimony. With the type ofdata presented here, the hidden Markov model adequately explained the data with smallernumber of parameters.The analysis of the data that followed the visual cue supports both the notion of dis-crete states, better captured with the hidden Markov models, and the notion of continuous11



dynamics, for which the PSTH analysis is more appropriate. The �rst second or so after adiscrete stimulus, is marked by rapid modulations of �ring rates which are locked in time tothe stimulus. For this period the PSTH analysis is appropriate. However, later on when theactivity indicates sharp transitions among quasi stationary states with very poor time lock-ing to the stimulus, (such as the transitions between states 5 and 6 in �gure 2) the HMM ismore appropriate. Moreover, the HMM analysis indicates that the same states consistentlyreappear during most of the recorded activity, not just in the �rst seconds following thestimulus.Collective cortical transitionsThe HMM is clearly advantageous in its ability to handle the multi-electrode recording asa vector Poisson process. The advantage of the joint processing of the simultaneous �ringrates of all the neurons by the HMM is demonstrated in the data shown in �gure 2. Carefulexamination of the �ring patterns of neurons 2 and 5 in the top �gure reveals that thespike-counts of both neurons was altered together around the �rst and third seconds. Suchco-modulations of the spike-patterns are a hallmark of the vector Markov process.In order to test the generality of this observation, we treated transitions between statesas stimuli, and computed the PSTH's of the unit activity around these points. This analysiswas carried out �rst for the transitions revealed by the �ne-time-resolution (1ms) method.Since the �ring modulations within the �rst second after the cue could be also describedadequately by assuming a non-homogeneous Poisson process, we concentrated on transitionsoccurring between the second and fourth seconds after the stimulus. In this period the12



average �ring rate of the accumulated PSTH was constant.Figures 3A and 3B illustrate this type of analysis. They show that the �ring rates ofneurons 1,2,4 and 5 changed concomitantly around the transition from state 5 to state 6.Neurons 3 and 6 did not alter their �ring rates around this point of transition and are thusnot shown. The noisy nature of the �ring process and the low �ring rates (below 10 Hz)dictated the usage of a 20 ms wide bin for constructing the PSTH's. Thus, the apparenttransition time of 20-40 ms should be regarded as an upper bound.Another advantage of the HMM is its ability to segment the entire data stream into stateswith similar activity in an unsupervised manner (i.e. without any knowledge of stimuli ormovement times). Unlike the PSTH analysis (based on the NHPM), where the statisticscome from the alignment of many di�erent recordings by the external stimulus, the unsu-pervised HMM can collect information from various parts of the recording, irrespective oftheir location relative to the stimuli.The coarse time resolution method used a 500 ms window, and therefore cannot positionthe transition time accurately enough. Nevertheless, we obtained a direct measure of thesharpness of the transitions from the probabilities that two adjacent data slices were gener-ated by the same vector Poisson process, independent of the HMM analysis. We consideredall the transitions between a speci�c pair of states and collected the spike trains of all theneurons recorded during these transitions within a range of 1024 ms (-512 ms to +511 ms).The range of the accumulated activity was broken down into slices of width 32 ms. For eachneuron there were 32 slices, and for each such slice the average �ring rate of the neuron wascalculated. Using the Poissonian assumption for each neuron we calculated the probability13



that the n-th slice has the same statistical origin as the n� 1-th slice. This calculation wascarried out separately for each neuron. Assuming (conditional) independence of the neurons,the probabilities were multiplied to obtain the likelihood of a transition at this point.These probabilities are plotted in �gure 3C. The connected line is the multiplied prob-ability of all the neurons. The di�erent symbols represent the probabilities of the di�erentneurons. It can easily be seen that close to the transition point, as marked by the HMM,the probability that the two adjacent slices are not of the same statistical origin is signi�-cantly higher than anywhere else in that region. Furthermore, this phenomenon is clearly acollective e�ect of most of the measured neurons and is hardly noticeable for a single neuronin this group.Concomitant changes of �ring of several neurons around the transition point was observedin all the cases examined in this way. Most frequently all the changes of �ring rates were inthe same direction. Occasionally one of the neurons decreased its �ring rate while the othersincreased it, or vice versa.State dependent pair-wise cross-correlationsA striking evidence for the validity of the segmentation provided by the HMM are the state-dependent cross-correlations, revealed by the unsupervised segmentation (�gure 4). Theassumption that the network has di�erent sets of organized activity was tested by studyingthe cross-correlations between pairs of neurons in the di�erent states [16]. The data wassubjected to the coarse time resolution HMM analysis. Intervals in which the activity stayedin the same state for more than 1 sec were pulled together and the cross-correlations between14



all the pairs of neurons were computed. This type of analysis was repeated for 5 di�erentgroups of neurons, recorded on di�erent days. Altogether the cross-correlations among 114pairs of neurons were computed, each in 6-8 possible states. Figure 4 illustrates the cross-correlations of one pair of neurons in di�erent states. The limited recording time in eachstate (a few hundreds of seconds) and the low �ring rates of most cortical neurons yieldrather noisy cross-correlations. Despite this noisiness one can observe which correlations areclearly non-at (e.g. states 2 and 3 in �gure 4), and which are clearly at (e.g. state 6 in�gure 4).Only when a pair of neurons changed their interaction from a clearly at to a clearlynon-at cross-correlation did we consider them as exhibiting a modi�able cross-correlation.Twenty six pairs of neurons showed a clear peak or a trough near the origin, indicating tem-poral relations between the �ring times of the two neurons in at least one state. For most ofthese pairs (25), the cross-correlation shapes were clearly related to the HMM states, showinga clearly at correlation for some other states (�gure 4). Thus, although the reconstructionof the HMM was based only on the expected �ring rates in 500 ms windows, it also capturedthe dynamics of the cross-correlations among the neurons on a much �ner time resolution4.This observation strongly supports the notion that neural networks in the brain dwellmost of the time in stable con�gurations of activity (\attractors" or \states"), each havingdistinct �ring rates and neuronal interactions. The HMM analysis enables the researcherto reveal these internal brain states and to track the computation processes, expressed as4We note that a recent study of the pair-wise correlations by means of Joint-Peri-Stimulus Histograms ofthe same data showed that the cross-correlations changed dynamically within 20-40 ms, and are stable forperiods of 200-500 ms [17]. 15



transitions between these internal states.AcknowledgmentsWe thank I. Haalman, Y. Prut and H. Slovin who carried out the experiments. This researchwas supported in part by grants from the Unites States-Israeli Binational Science Foundation(BSF), and the Human Frontier Science Program (HFSP).
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Figure No 1:A schematic description of a �rst order hidden Markov model for the �ring rates. Thesystem can be in one of four states at any given time step and its transition probabilitiesdepend only on the current state. These transition probabilities are represented in thediagram by the thickness of the corresponding arrows. Samples of 4 seconds of observed�ring patterns of the eight neurons at every state are illustrated inside each box. Notice thatthe states are characterized by the list (vector) of eight �ring rates, and that no single unitcan discriminate among the states. All we observe about the system are the �ring times ofthe neurons and from these observations we wish to reconstruct the complete hidden Markovmodel.Figure No 2:A: The �ring times of 6 neurons during 4 seconds after a light blink from the right. 93trials of this kind (excluding the one shown here), were used to construct an HMM whichmaximizes the likelihood of the observed activity. B: The probabilities of being in any one ofthe six states of the model given the spiking times shown at the top. Parameter estimationwas carried out under the supervised method. C: Similar segmentation of the same data,according to a model constructed by the unsupervised method. The similarity between thetwo segmentations is an indication of the "global" nature of the states.17



Figure No 3: Concomitant changes of �ring rates around the transition from state 5 tostate 6.In �gure 4A,B 46 transitions from state 6 to state 5 in the GO mode following a cue fromthe right for which the HMM stayed at least for 200 ms in each of the states were markedas a "stimulus". A PSTH around this stimulus was computed for all the recorded neurons,using a time bin of 20 ms. The PSTH's for the 4 neurons that changed their �ring ratesaround this transition are shown on the top panel. The average probability of being in thesetwo states is shown below.In �gure 4C, the probability of a transition between states one and two, is estimatedin the coarse temporal resolution. Here we overlapped 374 transitions and calculated thecollective probability of not having a transition, for bins of 32ms. Clearly, this probabilityis lowest at the transition point. Moreover, it is a collective e�ect of all the neurons in thegroup.
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Figure No 4:A hidden Markov model with six states was constructed for all the trials in which themonkey performed according to the GO mode. Cross-correlations between neurons 5 and8 were computed separately for each state. The graphs show the �ring rates in spike-per-second of neuron 8 around the time that neuron 5 �red. The dotted lines mark the bandwhich is expected to contain 99% of the data for two independent Poisson processes. Thethree numbers above each graph are the total time spent in the state and the �ring rates ofthe two neurons. The activity of the neurons in state 6 was considered as being uncorrelated,and the graphs for states 2 and 3 indicated positive correlations between the neurons. Thegraph for state 4 was judged as having too little data and was not considered for furtheranalysis. States 1 and 5 were not taken into consideration in estimating the modi�ability ofthe cross-correlations between neurons 5 and 8, because the shapes of the cross-correlograms(at or not) could not be categorized unequivocally.
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